An NMDA Receptor Gating Mechanism Developed from MD Simulations Reveals Molecular Details Underlying Subunit-Specific Contributions
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ABSTRACT  
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors are obligate heterotetrameric ligand-gated ion channels that play critical roles in learning and memory. Here, using targeted molecular dynamics simulations, we developed an atomistic model for the gating of the GluN1/GluN2A NMDA receptor. Upon agonist binding, lobe closure of the ligand-binding domain produced outward pulling of the M3-D2 linkers, leading to outward movements of the C-termini of the pore-lining M3 helices and opening of the channel. The GluN2A subunits, similar to the distal (B/D) subunits in the homotetrameric GluA2 α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionate receptor, had greater M3 outward movements and thus contributed more to channel gating than the GluN1 subunits. Our gating model is validated by functional studies, including cysteine modification data indicating wider accessibility to the GluN1 M3 helices than to the GluN2A M3 helices from the lumen of the open channel, and reveals why the Lurcher mutation in GluN1 has a stronger ability in maintaining channel opening than the counterpart in GluN2A. The resulting structural model for the open state provides an explanation for the Ca2⁺ permeability of NMDA receptors, and the structural differences between the closed and open states form the basis for drug design.

INTRODUCTION

Inotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs) are a family of tetrameric, cation-selective ligand-gated ion channels. Although the three main subtypes of iGluRs, α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionate (AMPA), N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA), and kainate receptors share sequence homology and a common structural architecture (1), they exhibit different functional characteristics. In particular, NMDA receptors are distinguished by an obligate heteromeric assembly, high Ca²⁺ permeability, and slow deactivation and desensitization kinetics (2), as well as by their critical roles in learning and memory (3). NMDA receptors are the target of memantine, a drug for Alzheimer’s disease. In a previous study (4) we used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to develop an atomistic model for the activation and desensitization of the homotetrameric GluA2 AMPA receptor. Here, we extended the study to the GluN1/GluN2A NMDA receptor, to uncover the molecular details on the roles of the different subunits in channel gating and to gain insight into the functional differences between AMPA and NMDA receptors.

All iGluRs are organized into an amino-terminal domain, a ligand-binding domain (LBD), a transmembrane domain (TMD), and a carboxy-terminal domain (1). Among the three subtypes, AMPA receptors are perhaps the best characterized. Numerous structures have been determined for the amino-terminal domain and for the LBD bound with various agonists and antagonists, culminating in the antagonist-bound structure for a functional GluA2 construct encompassing the LBD and the TMD (Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 3KG2) (5). In the LBD, the structure of each subunit resembles a clamshell, with two lobes, D1 and D2, closing up on the bound ligand. Instead of a fourfold symmetry, the four homomeric subunits (A, B, C, and D) are arranged into a twofold symmetric dimer of AD and CB dimers, such that the D2 lobes of subunits A and C are proximal, whereas those of subunits B and D are distal. This asymmetry between A/C and B/D subunits suggest that they contribute differently to channel gating. On the other hand, the TMD is fourfold symmetric; each subunit forms three transmembrane helices (M1, M3, and M4). The C-terminal half of M3, containing the signature motif SYTANLAFF, lines the channel outer pore; three of these residues (including the two in boldface in the signature motif), in the form of three rings of constriction in the TMD, constitute the activation gate. A short helix (pre-M1) lies toward the extracellular side of the membrane, whereas a reentrant helix (M2) forms the inner pore.

In our previous study of the GluA2 AMPA receptor (4), we started MD simulations from the resting-state structure of the LBD-TMD construct, and then targeted the LBD toward the activated- or desensitized-state conformation. The activated-state conformation of the LBD was provided by an agonist-bound LBD dimer (PDB entry 1FTJ) (6), whereas the desensitized-state conformation of the LBD was provided by a variant introducing a disulfide bond between the two D2 lobes in the dimer (7). The transition of the LBD from the resting-state to the activated-state conformation primed the M3-D2 linkers for concerted translational and rotational motions in the lateral plane. The translational motions resulted in an outward pull on the C-termini of the M3 helices and consequently the opening of the gate; the rotational motions made the transition from the LBD twofold symmetry to the TMD fourfold...
symmetry more gradual. The outward movements of the M3 helices had a greater magnitude in the B/D subunits than in the A/C subunits, indicating that the B/D subunits make a greater contribution to channel gating. This atomistic model of channel activation was validated by experimental observations, including the difference in cysteine modification rates at multiple positions between the resting and activated states (8) and a dimer of dimers configuration for the second ring of the activation gate as indicated by Cd\(^{2+}\) coordination (9). In our model for desensitization, the motions of the LBD-TMD linkers and the TMD largely reversed those observed upon channel activation.

NMDA receptors are assembled as dimers of GluN1/GluN2 and/or GluN1/GluN3 heterodimers (10). GluN1 and GluN3 subunits bind glycine, whereas GluN2 subunits bind glutamate. Furukawa and Gouaux (11) and Inanobe et al. (12) determined the structures of the GluN1 LBD monomer bound with glycine or antagonists including 5,7-dichlorokynurenic acid (DCKA; the latter structure in PDB entry 1PBQ). These structures reveal a clamshell that is open when bound with antagonists and closed when bound with agonists, as seen for GluA2 (6). Furukawa et al. (13) further determined the structure of the GluN1/GluN2A LBD dimer bound to glycine and glutamate (PDB entry 2A5T). The arrangements between and the overall fold of the subunits in this dimer are similar to those in the agonist-bound GluA2 LBD dimer (6), suggesting a common mechanism of channel gating. Structures have also been determined for LBD monomers of GluN2D, GluN3A, and GluN3B bound with agonists (14,15). No structural information is available for how the LBD interacts with the TMD and for the TMD itself in any NMDA receptor.

Electrophysiological studies have contributed significantly to our understanding of the gating mechanism of NMDA receptors. By introducing cysteine mutations around the M3 C termini, Salussolia et al. (16) and Riou et al. (17) observed dimer cross-linking and oxidation-induced current inhibition in GluN1 but not GluN2 mutants. This indicated that, at the level of these mutations, the GluN1 and GluN2 subunits occupy diagonal positions that are proximal and distal, respectively, thus mapping GluN1 and GluN2 to the A/C and B/D subunits of the GluA2 receptor (5). In a series of studies involving cysteine mutations around the extracellular vestibule, Wollmuth and co-workers (18–22) presented strong evidence indicating that GluN1 and GluN2 subunits are not equivalent during channel gating. In the open state, GluN1 had more positions in the M3 C-terminal halves that were accessible to methanethiosulfonate (MTS) reagents, and were accessed with higher rates. A cluster of charged residues in the M3-D2 linkers of GluN1, not GluN2, defined a Ca\(^{2+}\)-binding site and contributed to Ca\(^{2+}\) influx (21). Further evidence for subunit-specific contributions is provided by the observation that the Lurcher mutation (A → T in the underlined position of SYTANLAADF) in GluN1 significantly slowed down channel deactivation and desensitization (23), implicating a much stronger ability of this mutation in GluN1 than the counterpart in GluN2A in maintaining channel opening. The studies by Wollmuth and co-workers (19,20,22,24) and by others (25–28) reported state-dependent modification rates of cysteines introduced around the extracellular vestibule, which could possibly indicate movements of the constituent segments during channel activation. However, without an atomic model for the open state, the ability to interpret these data is limited.

Here we report, to our knowledge, the first full model for the activation of an NMDA receptor. To develop this model, we built homology models for the GluN1/GluN2A receptor in the closed state and the LBD tetramer in the agonist-bound form, and then carried out targeted MD simulations. Upon the lobe closure of the LBD as it transitioned from the closed-state to the agonist-bound conformation, the C-terminal halves of the M3 helices, pulled by the M3-D2 linkers, moved outward. Reminiscent of the situation in the activation of the GluA2 AMPA receptor (4), the GluN2A subunits in the distal positions had greater outward movements and thus contributed more to the NMDA receptor gating than the GluN1 subunits. This gating model provides a molecular basis for the observed wider accessibility to the GluN1 M3 helices than to the GluN2A M3 helices from the lumen of the open channel, and reveals why the Lurcher mutation in GluN1 has a stronger ability in maintaining channel opening than the counterpart in GluN2A. The resulting structural model for the open state provides an explanation for the Ca\(^{2+}\) permeability of NMDA receptors. With the structural models for both the closed state and the open state at hand, we can begin to delineate the mechanism of action of memantine and to design other drugs that specifically target NMDA receptors.

**COMPUTATIONAL METHODS**

In this study, we first built structural models of a functional NMDA receptor (consisting of the GluN1/GluN2A LBD and TMD) in the closed state and a LBD tetramer in the agonist-bound form. In subsequent MD simulations, we forced the LBD to change from the closed-state to the agonist-bound conformation. The response of the rest of the receptor was expected to contain molecular details of the activation process. We analyzed various aspects of this gating model for validation against and rationalization of experimental observations.

**Molecular modeling**

The structural model for the GluN1/GluN2A receptor in the closed state was built mostly by homology using the antagonist-bound structure of the GluA2 receptor (PDB entry 3KG2) (5) as a template. The LBD monomers and
the TMD helices were modeled separately and then superimposed onto the counterparts of 3KG2. Finally, the loops within the TMD and the linkers between the LBD and TMD were modeled using MODELER v9.10 (29).

For the GluN1 subunits (residues T396 to K543 and I664 to C798 in chains A and C) in the LBD, we used the structure of the DCKA-bound GluN1 LBD monomer (PDB entry 1PBQ) (11). The missing residues, i.e., T396 and P439 to T450, were built by MODELER. The GluN2A subunits (residues N404 to S538 and V662 to C800 in chains B and D) in the LBD were built by homology according to the alignment in Fig. 1A, except that loop 1 (residues I418 to K457) was excised from PDB entry 2A5T chain B (glutamate-bound GluN2A LBD). The TMD helices were completely modeled by homology according to the alignment in Fig. 1A. The amino-acid sequence ranges of these helices (plus short C-terminal extensions) were: pre-M1 to M1, L551 to D581 for GluN1 and P546 to E577 for GluN2A; M2, E598 to L614 for GluN1 and G596 to V612 for GluN2A; M3, S626 to E661 for GluN1 and G624 to Q655 for GluN2A; and M4, F810 to K838 for GluN1 and I814 to Y842 for GluN2A.

The GluN1/GluN2A LBD tetramer in the agonist-bound form was needed as the target for activation simulations. To build this, we used the structure of the agonist-bound dimer (PDB entry 2A5T) for both the AD and CB dimers and then arranged the dimers by superimposing to the model that we previously developed for the GluA2 LBD tetramer in the activated state (4).

MD simulations

A preequilibrated POPC bilayer consisting of 256 lipid molecules was obtained from CHARMM-GUI (30), and replicated and trimmed to generate a membrane with 686 lipid molecules. The GluN1/GluN2A receptor in the closed state was energy minimized while fixing the backbone atoms, and then inserted into the membrane, with clashing lipid molecules removed. The system was solvated with 91,422 water molecules, 266 Na\(^{+}\) ions, and 258 Cl\(^{-}\) ions (corresponding to a salt concentration of 0.15 M), resulting in a total of \(\sim 380,000\) atoms. The receptor was positioned relative to the membrane such that charged side chains of the TMD either were surrounded by lipid headgroups or snorkeled into the aqueous phase (Fig. 1B). The system preparation was done using VMD (31) and the Solvate and Ionize plugins.

To equilibrate the receptor with the membrane and the solvent, a 20-ns simulation was carried out while constraining the receptor backbone atoms with a force constant 20 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) Å\(^{-2}\). Simulation of the receptor in the closed state (without any constraints) was continued for another 20 ns. Thereafter two independent targeted MD simulations were carried out, each lasting 100 ns. For the first 20 ns of these simulations, the LBD tetramer was forced to change from the closed-state to the agonist-bound conformation, through constraining the root mean-square deviation (RMSD) from a target structure. This RMSD constraint was placed on the Ca atoms of GluN1 residues T396 to

FIGURE 1 Sequence and structure of the GluN1/GluN2A receptor. (A) Sequence alignment of GluA2, GluN1, and GluN2A. Sequences for the D1 and D2 lobes of the LBD are shaded in blue and cyan, respectively. Helices in the transmembrane domains are indicated by cylinders above the sequences. The SYTANLAAF motif in M3 is in boldface. Residues forming the three rings of the activation gate are indicated by yellow shading and by the positions relative to the start of the SYTANLAAF motif (i.e., +2, +6, and +10). (B) The closed GluN1/GluN2A receptor after 20 ns simulation in the POPC bilayer. The four subunits, referred to as A, B, C, and D, with A and C being GluN1 and B and D being GluN2A, are colored in blue, red, green, and orange, respectively, except that the D2 lobes of subunits A and B are in cyan and pink, respectively. Subsequent figures follow a similar coloring scheme for the subunits. LBD dimers are formed by subunits A and D and by subunits C and B. Two gray spheres in subunits A and B indicate the agonist binding sites. The lipid bilayer is shown as a yellow band indicating the range of positions for the phosphorus atoms in the upper leaflet.
K543 (but excluding the modeled stretch G438-V451 in loop 1) and I664 to C798 and GluN2A residues N404 to S538 and V662 to C800. The target structure was interpolated between the closed-state and agonist-bound conformations, such that the RMSD from the latter conformation decreased linearly toward zero. The conformational transition of the LBD triggered motions of the LBD-TMD linkers and the TMD, presumably mimicking those induced by agonist binding. For the remaining 80 ns, the RMSD constraint was maintained with the agonist-bound conformation as the target, allowing the rest of the receptor to further relax. The two activation simulations followed the same protocol, except that the force constant for the RMSD constraint were 10,000 and 20,000 kcal mol$^{-1}$ Å$^{-2}$, respectively (4), and are referred to as sim1 and sim2.

All the simulations were conducted using NAMD 2.7 (32) under constant NPyT with pressure at 1 atm, temperature at 310 K, and surface tension at 20 dyn cm$^{-1}$ (4). The RMSD constraint was realized using the colvars RMSD module of NAMD. The CHARMM27 force field was used (33). The Langevin dynamics and Nose-Hoover Langevin piston methods were used for temperature and pressure coupling, respectively.

**Structural analyses**

The HOLE program (34) was used to calculate the pore radii along the pore axis for each snapshot of the closed-state and activation simulations (sampled once per 50 ps). The solvent accessible surface areas (SASAs) of individual residues were calculated by the NACCESS program (35). Averages over 500 snapshots from the last 5 ns of the closed-state simulation and 5000 snapshots from the last 50 ns of sim1 were taken as values for the closed and open states, respectively. To mimic experiments for measuring state-dependent MTS modification rates, each residue of interest was mutated to cysteine in every snapshot before calculating MTS modification rates, each residue of interest was mutated to cysteine in every snapshot before calculating MTS modification rates. The electrostatic potential with default parameters.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**The membrane-bound closed GluN1/GluN2A receptor and the agonist-bound LBD tetramer**

The sequence identities of GluN1 and GluN2A with GluA2 in the LBD and the TMD are all ~30% (Fig. 1 A). This level of sequence identities ensures the reliability of our homology models of these domains (the structure of GluN1 subunits in the LBD was actually from PDB entry 1PBQ). In the closed-state structure of the GluA2 receptor (PDB entry 3KG2), the C-terminal halves of the M3 helices are formed by the sequence S$_{015}$YTANLAALF$_{25}$ in subunits B and D, and are four residues longer in subunits A and C. The boldfaced residues form three rings of constriction. In the model for the GluN1/GluN2A receptor, these positions are occupied by T648/T646, A652/A650, and V656/I654 (residues before and after “/” are those in GluN1 and GluN2A), respectively (Fig. 1, A and C). For the M3 C-terminal halves and the subsequent M3-D2 linkers, we adopt the nomenclature that the first residue of the SYTANLAAF motif is referred to as S+0 and a residue C-terminal to it as X+n, where X is the amino-acid name and n is the separation in sequence from S+0. For example, the residues forming the first and second rings of constriction are referred to as T+2 and A+6, respectively, and the residues forming the third ring are referred to as V+10 in GluN1 and I+10 in GluN2A. In the GluN2A subunits, the sequence Q$_{+1}$EEFVDQ$_{+17}$ constitute the M3-D2 linkers. In the GluN1 subunits, the fourth residue after V+10 is a proline, which is a helix breaker; therefore, instead of the four-residue lengthening of the M3 helices found in the A/C subunits of the GluA2 receptor, we have a three-residue lengthening, and the subsequent sequence P$_{+14}$EER$_{+17}$ constitutes the M3-D2 linkers. As in the GluA2 template (5), in addition to the difference in length, another important difference in the M3-D2 linkers between the A/C GluN1 subunits and the B/D GuN2A is their orientations: they are directed vertically in the former subunits but horizontally in the latter subunits (Fig. 1 C). The M3-D2 linkers are tethered to GluN1 I664 and GluN2A V662, which are referred to as the tips of the D2 lobes of the respective subunits.

In the structure of the closed GluN1/GluN2A receptor equilibrated in the lipid bilayer, A+6 are at the level of the membrane headgroup region, whereas V+10/I+10 and T+2 are just above and below it, respectively (Fig. 1, B and C). The pre-M1 helices are located in the membrane headgroup region. This location is compatible with the amphipathic nature of the pre-M1 sequences. The GluN1/GluN2A agonist-bound LBD dimer (PDB entry 2A5T) superimposed well to the GluA2 activated LBD dimer (PDB entry 1FTJ), with a 1.0-Å RMSD over 352 C$_\alpha$ atoms (Fig. S1 A in the Supporting Material). However, as observed by Furukawa et al. (13), there is a notable difference at the tip of the D2 lobe of the GluN2A (but not GluN1) subunit relative to the GluA2 counterpart (largely due to different interlobe arrangements). Specifically, GluN2A V662 shifts toward the dimer interface by ~6 Å. In the context of the closed GluN1/GluN2A receptor, this shift positions V662 to be collinear with the GluN2A M3-D2 linker (Fig. S1 B). GluN2A V662 in the agonist-bound conformation is thus optimally positioned for the outward pull of the M3-D2 linker, without having to change the direction of the tethered linker. Consequently, the
GluN1/GluN2A receptor is expected to be more efficient than the GluA2 receptor in propagating the agonist-induced conformational change to the TMD, possibly resulting in some of the different functional characteristics between these two types of receptors (see below).

**Gating motions of the GluN1/GluN2A receptor**

We simulated the receptor in the closed state for 20 ns and subsequently, in two independent activation simulations (sim1 and sim2), we forced the LBD to change from the closed-state to the agonist-bound conformation during 20 ns and maintained the latter conformation for the remaining 80 ns. In the last 50 ns of each activation simulation, representing the open-state ensemble, the conformations of the receptor remained stable (Cα RMSDs, calculated over the LBD, M3-D2 linkers, and TMD helices, from the snapshot at 72.3 ns of sim1 averaged at 1.0 Å; the counterpart for sim2, with the snapshot at 90.0 ns as reference, was 1.1 Å). Moreover, the conformations in the two simulations were very similar (Cα RMSD between the two representative snapshots at 1.7 Å). Below we mostly present the results from sim1, noting that comparable results were obtained in sim2.

To follow the gating process, we monitored the radii of the channel pore along the pore axis, from the start of the closed-state simulation to the finish of each activation simulation (Fig. 2, A and B). In the closed-state simulation, the three rings of constriction (V+10/I+10, A+6, and T+2) were well maintained. In the first 20 ns of each activation simulation, as the LBD gradually moved toward the agonist-bound conformation, the pore radii at the V+10/I+10 level and to a lesser extent at the A+6 level, increased. In the next 80 ns, the pore became wide open at V+10/I+10 and A+6 (with radii of ~3.5 and ~2.5 Å), and partially open even at T+2. We characterize the channel as achieved the open state, and focus our description on the regions above T+2.

The overall gating movement of the receptor is illustrated in Fig. 2 C, by comparing the structures of two snapshots, one at the end of the 20-ns closed-state simulation and one at 72.3 ns into the activation simulation sim1. The Cα RMSDs between these two structures were 6.1 Å for the LBD and 2.7 Å for the TMD. As the D1 and D2 lobes of the LBD closed, the vertical distance between the D1 lobes and the TMD inevitably decreased. Throughout the activation simulation, the pre-M1 helices (Fig. 2 C; purple cylinders) were firmly anchored in the upper headgroup region of the lipid bilayer, indicating a steady vertical position for the TMD. Lobe closure thus resulted in a 6-Å movement of the D1 lobes toward the lipid bilayer. Recently, by atomic force microscopy imaging, Suzuki et al. (39) observed a 10-Å decrease in the height of the GluN1/GluN2A receptor upon activation. This observation is in good agreement with our activation simulations.

The movement critical for channel opening is by the M3-D2 linkers (Fig. 2 C; blue and red noodles for the closed and open states, respectively). In the open state, these linkers largely maintained their horizontal orientation in the GluN2A subunits and vertical orientation in the GluN1 subunits.
subunits. Relative to the twofold symmetry axis, the movement of the GluN2A M3-D2 linkers was a radially outward translation, whereas the movement of the GluN1 M3-D2 linkers was a rotation plus modest outward translation (Fig. 2C and Fig. S2A). Using E+15/V+15 Ca atoms as representatives of the M3-D2 linkers, the diagonal distance between the GluN1 subunits increased by only 6.5 Å, whereas that between the GluN2A subunits increased by 17.5 Å (Fig. S2B). On the other hand, the GluN1 diagonal rotated by ~35° but the GluN2A diagonal rotated very little (Fig. S2C). The pure translational motion of the GluN2A M3-D2 linkers is a result of the collinear positioning, noted above, of the agonist-bound D2 tips and the closed-state M3-D2 linkers. In comparison, the subunit B/D diagonal rotated by 7° in the GluA2 receptor upon activation (4).

Subunit-specific contributions to channel opening

The distinct motions of the M3-D2 linkers in the GluN1 and GluN2A subunits are expected to result in their differential contributions to channel opening. In particular, because an outward translational motion of the linkers would produce an outward pull of the M3 C-termini and hence likely widening of the outer pore, whereas a rotational motion may not be directly linked to pore widening, the GluN2A subunits should make greater contributions. (We suggested previously that rotational motions of the linkers were a way to relief the strain caused by the mismatch between the twofold symmetry of the LBD and the fourfold symmetry of the TMD in the closed-state GluA2 receptor (4).)

To quantify the subunit-specific contributions to pore widening, we calculated the diagonal Ca distances of the M3-helix residues forming the three rings of constriction in the outer pore. These diagonals for the second-ring A+6 residues are illustrated as dotted lines in Fig. 3A. The time evolution of the diagonal distances is presented in Fig. 3B, and the averages in the 20-ns closed simulation and in the last 50 ns of each activation simulation are shown in Fig. 3C. Relative to their closed-state values, in the open state the GluN2A 1+10, A+6, and T+2 distances (denoted as BD+10, BD+6, and BD+2 in Fig. 3B and C), increased by 9.0, 4.1, and 1.3 Å, respectively, in sim 1 (and similar results for sim2). In comparison, the GluN1A V+10 and A+6 distances increased by only 4.2 and 1.2 Å, and the GluN1A T+2 distance exhibited no change upon activation. These results demonstrate that the different motions of the GluN1 and GluN2A M3-D2 linkers, due to different positions and orientations, are propagated to the movement of the activation gate. The GluN2A subunits contribute more to gating than the GluN1 subunits, even though channel opening may require the cooperative movements of both types of subunits.

The greater contribution of the GluN2A subunits is consistent with the role of the B/D subunits revealed in our previous study of the GluA2 receptor (4). However, in this study we identified a subtle but potentially significant difference between the two subtypes of iGluRs. As suggested above, the GluN2A M3-D2 linkers are better positioned for efficiently propagating the agonist-induced conformational change to the TMD. This is supported by a comparison between the two simulation studies in the magnitude of the movement of the activation gate (Fig. 3 and Fig. S3). Although the BD+10 distances were similar (20.1 vs. 20.5 Å) in the open-state GluN1/GluN2A and GluA2 receptors, both the BD+6 and BD+2 distances were larger in the GluN1/GluN2A receptor (13.4 and 11.4 Å vs. 11.0 and 10.3 Å). The more significant gating movement of the GluN1/GluN2A receptor could contribute to its larger conductance relative to the GluA2 receptor (2). Moreover, after activation, we speculate that a wider open NMDA receptor would have to traverse a longer distance and could encounter a higher energy barrier in returning to its closed state than an AMPA receptor, thus providing a possible contributing factor to the slower deactivation/desensitization of NMDA receptors (2). Recent study on a pentameric ligand-gated channel (40) raises the possibility that the isolated TMD has a higher free energy in the open state than in the closed state.

Wollmuth and co-workers found strong evidence for the differential contributions of the GluN1 and GluN2 subunits to channel gating (18–22). In the open state, deep pore-lining positions that were accessible to MTS reagents spanned 260° on the GluN1 M3 helical wheel (including V-2, T+2, A+3, N+4, and L+5) but only 60° on the
GluN2A M3 helical wheel (V-5, L-2, T+2). In addition, the GluN1 accessible positions had significantly faster reaction rates than the GluN2 ones. The top view into the M3 helices in our open-state model (Fig. 3 A) shows that it indeed predicts wider accessibility to the GluN1 M3 helices than to the GluN2A M3 helices from the lumen of the open channel. The greater outward movement of the GluN2A M3 C termini leads to a parallelgram for the four positions occupied by homologous M3 residues (e.g., A+6), with the GluN1 residues at the obtuse-angle vertices and the GluN2A residues at the acute-angle vertices. It is obvious that the obtuse angle corresponds to greater access from the center of the parallelgram. Side views into the GluN1 and GluN2A M3 surfaces exposed to the lumen further illustrate the point (Fig. S4, A and B). The C-terminal half of a GluN1 subunit, sandwiched between two GluN2 M3 helices, has a wide swath of exposed surface; in comparison, the C-terminal half of a GluN2A subunit has only a narrow strip of exposed surface.

**Lurcher and adjacent mutations**

The Lurcher mutation A+7T in the SYTALAAF motif was originally discovered in the GluD2 receptor for resulting in a constitutively open channel (41). In the GluN1/GluN2A receptor, Lurcher mutations resulted in slow down of the desensitization and deactivation kinetics (23). Importantly, the mutation on the GluN1 subunits has a much more significant effect than the GluN2A counterpart, implicating a stronger ability of the former mutation in maintaining channel opening.

In our structural models, the A+7 residues are located in the M3-M3 helix interfaces and become exposed upon channel opening, much more so in the GluN1 subunits than the GluN2A subunits (Fig. S4, A and B). A mutation from alanine to threonine could favor the open state, because it provides additional room for threonine’s bulkier side chain. As emphasized above, the GluN2A M3 helices undergo greater gating movement than the GluN1 M3 helices. A GluN1 A+7T residue can be accommodated in the interface with the adjacent GluN2A M3 helix (Fig. S4 A), thereby locking it into the open-state position. A GluN2A A+7T residue would be less effective in slowing down deactivation and desensitization, because such a residue is less well accommodated in the interface with the adjacent GluN1 M3 helix (Fig. S4 B) and the latter helix contributes less to channel gating.

Our rationalization of the subunit-specific effects of Lurcher mutations is bolstered by the observation that the GluN1 A+3C mutation, but not the homologous GluN2 mutation, resulted in a constitutively open channel (22). The A+3 residues are one helix turn down from and hence right next to the A+7 residues, occupying the same M3-M3 helix interfaces (Fig. S4, A and B). Again, we expect the GluN1 A+3C residues, upon being accommodated in the interfaces with the adjacent GluN2A M3 helices, to lock them in the open-state positions.

**Position-specific inhibition and potentiation effects**

Using cysteine mutations around the extracellular vestibule, Beck et al. (18), Watanabe et al. (21), and Sobolevsky et al. (19,20,22) identified positions where MTS modifications resulted in either inhibition or potentiation of agonist-induced currents. Our structural model for the open state can now provide rationalization of these results. To that end, in Fig. 4, A and B, we display these inhibitory and potentiating positions in the open-state model. Inhibition effects may be observed either when MTS modifications shift the equilibrium between the open and closed states toward the latter, or when the covalently attached MTS reagents act as open-pore blockers. Potentiation effects may be observed when the attached MTS reagents shift the equilibrium toward the open state and yet do not block the open pore.

Fig. 4, A and B, shows that the GluN1 and GluN2A subunits have similar patterns of inhibition and potentiation. Both GluN1 and GluN2A harbor two groups of inhibitory positions. One is in the interface between the M3 to M3-D2 linker segment and the pre-M1 to M1 segment (GluN1 N+4, L+5, F+8, L+9, L+11, D+12, R+13, E+15, E+16 and D552, F554, M555, P557, F558, and L562; GluN2A F+8, M+9, Q+11, E+13, F+14, V+15 and S547, A548, F549, L550, P552, F553, A555, S556, V557, and W558). We suggest that the attachment of bulky MTS reagents in this interface hinders the outward movement of the M3 helix during channel activation, thus shifting the equilibrium toward the closed state. The second group of inhibitory positions is deep into the outer pore (GluN1 V-2, T+2, and A+3 and GluN2A V-5, L-2, T+2). We...
suggest that MTS reagents attached to these positions act as open-pore blockers.

Both GluN1 and GluN2A harbor potentiating positions at the lumen of the channel (GluN1 A+6, A+7, and V+10; GluN2A A+3, N+4, A+6, A+7, I+10, and E+12). We suggest that like-charge repulsion between MTS reagents attached at diagonal positions on GluN1 or GluN2A can force the C-termini of the M3 helices to move apart, thereby shifting the equilibrium toward the open state. It is likely that the lumen of the open channel is too wide for the attached MTS reagents to block it. This explanation is supported by the observation that the A+6R mutation on either GluN1 or GluN2 resulted in a constitutively open channel (28). Moreover, when GluN1 A+6R was paired with GluN2 A+6E or GluN2 A+6R was paired with GluN1 A+6E, the constitutive activity reduced. The latter result can be understood because the attraction between opposite charges in neighboring GluN1 and GluN2 subunits would mitigate the repulsion of like charges in diagonal GluN1 and GluN2 subunits. The fact that the V+10/I+10 and A+6 positions produced potentiating effects but the T+2 positions produced inhibitory effects fits well with our gating model, which, due to the outward pull of the M3-D2 linkers, resulted in a wider opening at V+10/I+10 and A+6 than at T+2 (Fig. 2, A and B and Fig. 4, A and B).

We found a simple set of criteria that is able to identify most of these inhibitory and potentiating residues: 1), all residues in the interface between the M3 to M3-D2 linker segment and the pre-M1 to M1 segment are putatively inhibitory; and 2), a pore-facing M3 residue, depending on the pore size there, is either inhibitory or potentiating. With these criteria, 13 of the 18 inhibitory GluN1 residues and 11 of the 19 inhibitory GluN2A residues are correctly identified; for potentiating residues on the pore-facing side of M3, 3 out of 3 such residues in GluN1 and 3 out of 6 such residues in GluN2A are identified (Fig. S5).

The L+5 position in GluN1 produced inhibitory effects but in GluN2 was inaccessible (22). Chen and Lipton (42) identified GluN1 L+5 as the shallow, low-affinity site for memantine binding, in addition to strong binding deep in the pore (near the so-called Q/R/N site at the tip of the M2 helix). A number of studies have suggested that binding to the shallow site contributes to memantine’s unique therapeutic use (42–46). We suggest that memantine binding, similar to MTS modification, at the GluN1 L+5 position produces an inhibitory effect. A memantine molecule bound at this position, in the interface of the M3 and pre-M1 helices (Fig. S6) could hinder the outward movement of the M3 helix and thereby maintain channel closing.

**Staggering of GluN1 and GluN2 M3 helices?**

In 2002 Sobolevsky et al. (20) proposed that the GluN1 and GluN2 M3 helices were staggered, with the latter shifted upward by approximately one helix turn (or four residues). Given that the M3 helices in the four subunits of the GluA2 receptor are positioned at the same height (5) and the strong sequence homology between the TMDs of the AMPA and NMDA receptors, including the conserved SYTANLAFF motif in the M3 helices, subunit staggering seems an unlikely scenario. In this regard, we note that the hydrophobic sequence and the bordering charged residues in a transmembrane helix are important features in determining the positioning of the helix relative to the membrane (47). These features are conserved between the M3 helices of the AMPA and NMDA receptors (Fig. 1 A).

The staggering proposal was based on three observations. These observations now serve as important tests of our structural model for the GluN1/GluN2A receptor, which has the four M3 helices positioned at the same height. The first observation is the putatively distinct patterns of voltage dependence for the MTS modification rates (in the presence of agonists) at homologous positions on the GluN1 and GluN2 M3 helices (19,20). A voltage-dependent position is likely embedded in the membrane, whereas a voltage-independent position is likely outside the membrane. In Fig. 4 C we display the voltage-dependent GluN1 and GluN2 M3 positions in blue and red, respectively, and the voltage-independent GluN1 and GluN2 M3 positions in dark and light green, respectively, on our structural model for the open state. The blue and red positions indeed show disparity in height, which could be relieved by staggering. However, when the results from the pre-M1, M1, and M4 helices (19,22) are also displayed (Fig. 4 C), the border between voltage-dependent and independent positions become fuzzier. Overall, the pattern of voltage dependence for the MTS modification rates in the various positions is consistent with a widened border that is coincident with the membrane headgroup region.

The second observation implying a one-turn upward shift for the GluN2 M3 helix is that 2-aminoethyl MTS was accessible down to GluN2 V-5 but only to GluN1 V-2 (19,20). In our structural model for the open-state GluN1/GluN2A receptor, GluN2A V-5 projects into the pore but the homologous GluN1 M-5 is buried in the interface with the adjacent GluN2A M3 helix (Fig. S7 A). The latter position explains why GluN1 M-5 is not accessible to the MTS reagent.

The third observation that apparently favored staggering is that the T+2C/L-2C mutant coordinated Cu2+ (while in the presence of agonists). Upon introducing the GluN1 T+2C and GluN2A L-2C mutations into our open-state GluN1/GluN2A receptor, we find that Cu2+ can indeed be coordinated between adjacent GluN1 T+2C and GluN2A L-2C residues, with Cu2+-sulfur distances of 2.8–2.9 Å (Fig. S7 B). In short, all the observations that led Sobolevsky et al. (20) to propose staggering can be explained by our structural model for the GluN1/GluN2A receptor.
State-dependent MTS modification rates

Wollmuth and co-workers (19,20,22,24) and others (25–28) used the substituted-cysteine accessibility method (SCAM) (48) to obtain state-dependent MTS modification rates at positions around the extracellular vestibule. In previous work (4,49,50), we found that such SCAM results, low-resolution in themselves, can be very valuable in validating gating models developed from computation. In this validation we examine whether the differences in modification rates ($k_+M$ and $k_0/C_0M$) of substituted cysteines in the presence and absence of agonists can be correlated with the differences in the solvent accessible surface areas ($\Delta$SASA) of the corresponding residues between the open- and closed-state structural models.

Fig. S8 displays the comparison of $\ln(k_+M/k_0M)$ and $\Delta$SASA for positions in the pre-M1 to M1 segment and the M3 to M3-D2 linker segment of the GluN1/GluN2 receptor. As noted by Sobolevsky et al. (22), overall, the M3 to M3-D2 linker segment showed more extensive state-dependent changes in MTS modification rates than the pre-M1 to M1 segment. For most positions in the M3 to M3-D2 linker segment, $k_+M$ was significantly higher than $k_0M$, whereas many positions in the pre-M1 to M1 segment had comparable $k_+M$ and $k_0M$. This general trend is well captured by the $\Delta$SASA values.

Ca$^{2+}$ permeability of NMDA receptors

A main difference of NMDA receptors from other iGluRs is the former’s high Ca$^{2+}$ permeability (2). This Ca$^{2+}$ influx plays an important role in learning and memory, possibly via triggering a CaMKII-related signaling cascade (3,51). Ca$^{2+}$ permeability is mainly controlled by the selectivity filter at the Q/R/N site (52). However, an additional extracellular Ca$^{2+}$-binding site was suggested, based on the observation that Ca$^{2+}$ can block the channel in a voltage-independent manner (53,54). The existence of an additional site was further supported by the difference in Ca$^{2+}$ transport between NMDA receptors and Ca$^{2+}$-permeable AMPA receptors (55). Watanabe et al. (21) investigated the role of a highly charged motif D$_{12}$RPEER$_{17}$ that is unique to the GluN1 subunits and concluded that this motif acts as the external Ca$^{2+}$-binding site.

With the structural model for the GluN1/GluN2A receptor at hand, we can now analyze this putative external Ca$^{2+}$-binding site in detail. In Fig. 5A we display the electrostatic surface of the open-state receptor. In our structural model, the D$_{12}$RPEER$_{17}$ motif borders the large fenestration between the D2 lobes (e.g., from subunits A and B) of two different LBD dimers, which likely serves as the entrance to the channel pore. The electrostatic potential in this region is strongly negative. In addition to the three anionic residues (D$_{12}$, E$_{15}$, and E$_{16}$) in the DRPEER motif, this region includes a number of other anionic residues, including D552 from the pre-M1 helix and D669 from the D2 lobe of the same GluN1 subunit, as well as D742 and E743 from the D2 lobe and E803 and E806 of the GluN2A subunit across the fenestration (Fig. 5B). The strong negative electrostatic potential is expected to attract cations to the mouth of the channel pore.

![FIGURE 5](image_url) Electrostatic potential surfaces of the GluN1/GluN2A and GluA2 receptors in the activated state. The view is into the dimer-dimer interface (between subunits A on the right and B on the left), where a fenestration is likely to serve as the entrance to the channel pore. The color scale for the electrostatic potentials is from ~5 $k_BT/e$ for red to +5 $k_BT/e$ for blue. (A) Electrostatic surface of the wild-type GluN1/GluN2A receptor. (B) A cluster of anionic residues around the interdimer fenestration. (C) Electrostatic surface of the GluA2 receptor. (D) Electrostatic surface of a mutant GluN1/GluN2A receptor, in which the GluN1 DRPEER motif is changed to RRPRRR.
and contribute to \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) influx through NMDA receptor channels.

That expectation was borne out by our activation simulations. In the last 50 ns of the simulations, on average 6.2 Na\(^+\) ions (but only 0.2 Cl\(^-\) ions) were within 5 Å of the aforementioned anionic residues. \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) has an ionic radius very similar to Na\(^+\) but has twice the charge, and is therefore expected to bind even more strongly to this site. We also traced the movement of a Na\(^+\) ion that was eventually positioned in the pore (blue sphere in Fig. S9). Starting from the bulk solution, this ion came to the putative binding site at the dimer-dimer interface, bound there for a few ns, and diffused into the interior of the LBD. After some excursion there, this ion then entered the channel pore and was solvated there. Although we did not observe the passage of any ion between the extracellular and intracellular vestibules due to the partially open pore and the relatively short duration of our simulations, a continuous chain of water molecules connecting the two vestibules indicates the potential pathway for ion transport (Fig. S9).

In contrast to the strong negative electrostatic potential in the GluN1/GluN2A receptor, the electrostatic potential calculated on the open-state GluA2 receptor from our previous study (4) is neutral to mildly positive around the interdimer fenestration (Fig. 5 C). This difference provides further support for the contributions of anionic residues at the mouth of the channel pore in NMDA receptors. Watanabe et al. (21) found that mutation of the anionic residues in the DRPEER motif to arginine resulted in a decrease in the fractional \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) currents. Consistent with this observation, this mutation changes the electrostatic potential around the interdimer fenestration from strongly negative to moderately negative (Fig. 5 D).

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

We have used homology modeling and targeted MD simulations to develop structural models for the GluN1/GluN2A receptor in the closed state and open state as well as a gating model. Our simulations showed that, upon lobe closure induced by agonist binding, the M3-D2 linkers moved outward. The resulting pull on the C-termini of the M3 helices led to the outward tilt of the C-terminal halves of these helices and the opening of the channel pore. The GluN2A subunits had greater M3 outward movements and thus contributed more to channel gating than the GluN1 subunits.

Our gating model is validated by a range of experimental observations, including a decrease in the height of the receptor upon activation and state-dependent MTS modification rates. It now provides resolution to paradoxical observations, such as wider exposure of the GluN1 M3 helices to the lumen of the open channel and Cu\(^{2+}\) coordination between GluN1 T+2 and GluN2 L-2 positions. Our gating model also reveals a possible molecular basis for the action of the *Lurcher* mutations, especially in the GluN1 subunits, in slowing down the deactivation and desensitization kinetics of the GluN1/GluN2A receptor.

We have provided explanations for position-specific inhibition and potentiation effects of MTS modifications and in doing so, identified a region of potential pharmacological interest in NMDA receptors. This is the interface of the M3 and pre-M1 interface. Here, MTS modifications resulted in inhibition of agonist-induced currents, presumably by hindering the outward movement of the M3 helices. It is also here that the anti-Alzheimer’s disease drug memantine putatively binds. With a structural model for the GluN1/GluN2A developed, it will be interesting to further explore the binding mode of memantine at this external site and screen for other compounds that target this site. More broadly, differences between the closed- and open-state structural models can be the basis for design drugs that specifically act on NMDA receptors.

This study has uncovered important clues to the unique functional characteristics of NMDA receptors. A shift of the tip of the GluN2A D2 lobe toward the dimer interface, relative to an AMPA receptor, appears to allow the NMDA receptor to more efficiently propagate the agonist-induced conformational changes from the LBD to the TMD. A cluster of anionic residues, including in the GluN1 DRPEER motif, are positioned for attracting cations into the likely mouth to the channel pore, thereby contributing to the \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) permeability of NMDA receptors.

The accuracy of our structural models is subject to the limitations of homology modeling and targeted MD simulations. In our opinion, the models are more reliable in regions above the second ring (i.e., A+6) of the activation gate, where we have focused analyses. Future experiments will provide information for refinement of these models, leading to a better understanding of this important subtype of ionotropic glutamate receptors.
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Figure S1  Comparison of the agonist-bound ligand-binding domains (LBDs) of the GluN1/GluN2A and GluA2 receptors.  

(A) Superposition of the agonist-bound GluN1/GluN2A and GluA2 LBD dimers (PDB entries 2A5T and 1FTJ), aligned (using the D1 lobes) to the AD dimer of the closed GluN1/GluN2A receptor. This view is from the central axis into the “interior” side of the AD dimer. The agonist-bound GluN1 and GluN2A are shown as blue and orange traces, respectively, and their GluA2 counterparts are shown as cyan and yellow traces, respectively; the D2 tips are shown as spheres in matching colors. Relative to the yellow sphere, the orange sphere shifts toward the dimer interface. The M3 helices of the closed GluN1/GluN2A receptor are shown as cylinders, in blue and orange for subunits A and D, respectively, and in gray for the other two subunits. The M3-D2 linkers of subunits A and D are shown as blue and orange traces; the D2 tips tethering these linkers are shown as gray spheres. Note that the D2 tip (orange sphere) of the agonist-bound GluN2A is collinear with the M3-D2 linker (orange trace) of the same subunit in the closed state.  

(B) Top view, showing the same collinearity involving GluN2A. In contrast, the D2 tip (blue sphere) of the agonist-bound GluN1, like its GluA2 counterpart (cyan sphere), is not collinear with the M3-D2 linker (blue trace) of the same subunit in the closed state.
Figure S2  Lateral movements of the M3-D2 linkers represented by E+15/V+15, which corresponds to GluA2 V630. (A) Top view of the Cα atoms of the representative residues in the closed state (gray spheres) and in the open state (colored spheres). (B) Time evolution of the two diagonal distances. (C) Time evolution of the rotation angles of the two diagonal lines.
Figure S3  Subunit-specific contributions to the activation of the GluA2 receptor. The simulations were carried out in our previous study (1) and re-analyzed here. (A) Time evolution of the pore radii in the resting state (to the left of the white dashed line at 15 ns) and in the activation process (to the right of that line). (B) Time evolution of the diagonal distances in the three rings of the activation gate in the resting state (0 to 15 ns, gray shaded region) and in the activation process (15 to 115 ns). The last 50 ns is assumed to be in the activated state (green shaded region). (c) Comparison of the average diagonal distances between the resting and activated states. The yellow lines indicate the corresponding values in 3KG2.
Figure S4  Disparate pore exposures of the M3 helices of the GluN1 and GluN2A subunits in the open state. (A) A GluN1 M3 helix (cyan and yellow surface) sandwiched between two GluN2A M3 helices (gray surface), with wide pore exposure (indicated by inverted triangle with wide top). (B) A GluN2A M3 helix (pink and yellow surface) sandwiched between two GluN1 M3 helices (gray surface), with narrow pore exposure (triangle with narrow top). Residues (T+2, A+3, A+6, A+7, V+10/I+10, and L+11/Q+11) with significant exposures to the lumen of the open channel are shown in yellow. The sidechains of these residues (excluding L+11/Q+11) had exposed surface areas of 97.6 and 74.3 Å², respectively, in the GluN1 and GluN2A subunits, when averaged over the last 50 ns of sim1. The *Lurcher* mutation and the adjacent GluN1 A+3, as well as their counterparts in GluN2A, are shown as orange spheres.
Figure S5  Identification of inhibitory and potentiating residues on (A) GluN1 and (B) GluN2A by a simple set of criteria. Putative inhibitory residues at the interface of the M3 to M3-D2 linker segment and pre-M1 to M1 segment are shown as cyan spheres; putative inhibitory residues facing a narrow portion of the pore on M3 are shown as blue spheres; and putative potentiating residues facing a wide portion of the pore on M3 are shown as red spheres. The cyan residues are all located at the interface (minimum of 5 Å between heavy atoms) between the M3 side (residues 644 to 663 on GluN1 and 642 to 661 on GluN2A) and the M1 side (residues 548 to 581 on GluN1 and 539 to 577 on GluN2A). These include GluN1 N+4, L+5, F+8, L+9, D+12, R+13 and F554, M555, Q556, P557, and F558, and GluN2A N+4, F+8, E+12, E+13, F+14, V+15 and A548, F549, E551, P552, F553, and W558. Of these, only GluN1 Q556 and GluN2A N+4, E+12 and E551 are incorrect, since they were observed to be potentiating. The blue and red residues are all pore-facing. They are further distinguished by the pore radii at the positions: blue (i.e., inhibitory) if the pore radius is < 2.0 Å and red (i.e., potentiating) otherwise. Accordingly, V-2/L-2, T+2 and A+3 of both subunits are blue whereas GluN1 A+6, A+7 and V+10 and GluN2A V-5, A+6, A+7 and I+10 are red. Of these, only GluN2A V-5 and A+3 are incorrectly identified.
Figure S6  The location of GluN1 L+5, the putative shallow site for memantine binding, illustrated on the closed-state structure.
Figure S7  Rationalization of experimental observations that led to the proposal of M3 staggering. (A) Locations of GluN1 M-5 (cyan spheres) and GluN2A V-5 (magenta spheres). (B) Coordination of Cu$^{2+}$ (cyan sphere) by GluN1 T+2C and a neighboring GluN2A L-2C.
Figure S8  Comparison of experimental $\ln\left(k_M^*/k_M\right)$ and computational $\Delta$SASA (in Å$^2$). The experimental results are from Sobolevsky et al. (2-4) (cyan bars), Talukder et al. (5) (light blue bar), and Chang and Kuo (6) (dark blue bars).
Figure S9  Movement of a Na$^+$ ion into the channel pore via the putative binding site at the dimer-dimer interface. The snapshot shown is at 91.64 ns of sim1, in which the Na$^+$ ion, shown as blue sphere, is already solvated in the pore, after an extended stay at the A-B interface and excursion into the LBD interior. Three Na$^+$ ions interacting with anionic residues at the A-B interface are shown as yellow spheres; four Na$^+$ ions at the C-D interface are shown as green spheres. Subunit A is shown in cyan, with parts of the linkers (including two anionic residues and a bound Na$^+$ ion) and the transmembrane region deleted to expose the channel pore. Subunit B is shown in pink, and subunits C and D are shown in gray. M3 helices of subunits B, C and D are shown in surface. Anionic residues at the A-B interface are shown as sticks. Water molecules inside the pore are shown as red and white sticks.